
WHOKILLEDXIX ARE BACK WITH EXPLOSIVE NEW SINGLE
“H4LO”

 
LISTEN HERE – WATCH HERE

DOWNLOAD ART HERE

March 3, 2023 (Los Angeles, CA) – Returning with a bang, WHOKILLEDXIX are back with an
infectious new single entitled “H4LO” today. Listen HERE and watch HERE via Masked
Records/Warner Records.
 
Speaking to their overarching vision, the disruptive dynamic duo—Karm The Tool and Yung
Skayda—once again not only wrote and produced the song themselves, but they also mixed and
mastered it. In addition, they handled both the artwork and creation of the video, presenting a
raw, unfiltered vision. On the track, they return to their signature gltich-heavy style and unload a
barrage of heavily distorted sounds and pitched raps woven into their thumping production.
  
"H4LO" arrives on the heels of their arresting major label debut album PULLBACK that arrived last
year and established the band as a multi-faceted force to be reckoned with. Listen HERE. To date,
WHOKILLEDXIX have amassed a quarter-of-a-billion streams and 50 million-plus views. Plus, they
have received praise from Rolling Stone, The FADER, Interview
Magazine, UPROXX, Revolver Magazine, 
Lyrical Lemonade, Alternative Press, and more.

https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/h4lo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ9fz9PSG-4
https://wmg.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/US.WBR.Publicity/ESmJs3iolXtNkpj57oV1_e4Bg-8BzslikmGNppbV7Mu-QA?e=D41hRN
https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/h4lo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ9fz9PSG-4
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001y81I__6142MvXM03gh3VPqnmt4NB8BBwyWGCXeBipBM5eEBdsnny4Yvtdy-8ODyCaMuHciIkZfSNkvvzPU5wiCus_nO1qmJiteomXYEtqgXfRBagv4beqV2NdOgiAAe872trE-I_txFHtrAsPRNVSq3DEKfC64nK&c=AhKCmonwBCMSWNDElFouRsBf_Se2zwd77Jp0o97Drn0d4JBKbkXr6g==&ch=MOPIXSd-h1uaITEnEif30SQSEj-lRxCJf83t1qvopNNMAA0Hnp15vw==


Credit - Malachi Barnes
DOWNLOAD IMAGE HERE

ABOUT WHOKILLEDXIX:
The punk spirit is alive and well in WHOKILLEDXIX. The Central Connecticut duo, comprised of
Yung Skayda and Karm the Tool, began their musical journey in high school playing metal and
punk in cramped clubs, and that energy has remained as they’ve tackled one genre after another.
Their songs are like Russian nesting dolls, containing an entire album’s worth of sounds in one
roller coaster drop of a track. It has taken some fans a minute to catch up with the warp-speed
development of WHOKILLEDXIX, but no matter how different each song sounds, the
unpredictability remains constant. 

FOLLOW WHOKILLEDXIX
Twitter | Instagram | YouTube | Facebook | TikTok

 
For more information, please contact: 

Yash Zadeh | Warner Records
Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com
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